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Executive Summary
In this report, we map middle-skill career opportunities in California’s Los Angeles and South-Central Coast region’s
growing Global Trade sector. We examined the competency profiles of over 30,280 job ads active as of December
2020 that cover over 3,200 unique job titles posted by over 4,760 internationally trading companies and compared
them to a pool of nearly 180,000 resumes of job seekers in the region.
Five key findings are reported below.
1. Global Trade Middle-Skill jobs were impacted directly by the pandemic and indirectly through supply-chain
disruptions. Nonetheless, global trade employers were better able to retaining workers through the pandemic
and into the recovery compared to the rest of the economy.
2. Global Trade Middle-Skill careers attract talent from diverse occupational backgrounds. Career entrants most
often have demonstrated work experience in Management, Administrative, Sales, and Production positions.
3. Global Trade Middle-Skill career paths provide essential opportunities to gain critical experience in managerial,
administrative, collaborative, and sales activities, competencies necessary for career advancement.
4. Competencies most in undersupply are associated with cognitive non-routine tasks. These include knowledge
of “Production and Processing”; skills for “Complex Problem Solving” and “Critical Thinking”; abilities for
“Written, Oral, and Reading Comprehension”; familiarity with “Warehouse Management Software” and
“Insurance Systems”; and tools commonly used in warehousing facilities such as “Pallet Trucks” and “Forklifts”.
5. Competencies most in oversupply are associated with administrative and production tasks. These include
knowledge of “Administration and Management” and “Customer and Personal Service”; skills for “Learning
Strategies”; “Monitoring” and “Systems Evaluation”; abilities for “Information Ordering”; familiarity with
common software such as “Microsoft Word” and “Microsoft Excel”; and tools such as “Desktop computers”
and “Scanners”.
6. Recommendations for educators include extending the use of project-based learning strategies; increasing
knowledge competencies in “Production and Processing”; extend learning opportunities for global trade
specific e-commerce marketing; and familiarize students with industry-specific software and technologies,
such as warehouse management and insurance systems software.
The remainder of this report provides background on the data and methodologies developed and applied in our
analysis and elaborates on each of the five key findings reported above.
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Introduction
The importance of global trade activity to the Los Angeles and South-Central Coast’s regional economy is widely
recognized. The Los Angeles region ranks 3rd in goods exports amongst the country’s metropolitan areas. In
2018, over 33 thousand Los Angeles businesses exported nearly $65 billion in goods, and a majority 95 percent of
these businesses were small and medium sized businesses concentrating in “Computer and Electronic Products”;
“Transportation Equipment”; “Miscellaneous Manufacturers”; “Chemicals”; and “Processed Foods”.2
According to employment and wage data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Quarterly Census of Employment
and Wages (QCEW), businesses in these five industries accounted for 14 percent of all private goods manufacturers in
the LA region in 2019, but covered 34 percent of the sector’s jobs, and 40 percent of its wages. Furthermore, companies
in these industries paid wages on average 12 percentage points higher than other regional goods manufacturers.3,4
Yet, identifying the specific jobs and workforce that defines a regional global trade economy is challenging for policy
makers, educators, and researchers alike. High quality data on regional global trade employers and workers are not
readily available. Firm-level surveys with the requisite detail on work activities and competencies are diﬃcult and
expensive to collect as they run into concerns of protecting respondent privacy and small sample sizes. Most available
statistical data on the economy, such as from the BLS or the Census Bureau (CB) report information at the level
of NAICS coded (North American Industry Classification System) industries and SOC coded (Standard Occupation
Codes) occupations. However, not all businesses in the same NAICS codes trade internationally, and workers in the
same SOCs are likely to be involved in diﬀerent job activities depending on if they were employed by a company
trading internationally or one focused on the domestic market.5 Consequently, any measurements of global trade
activity solely using NAICS or SOC codes are likely to be noisy by including businesses and workers not involved in
global trade activities.
Furthermore, trade-related job activities are diverse. Businesses engage in international trade for diﬀerent reasons,
for importing necessary inputs for their production, exporting their products or services to international customers,
as well as when acting as intermediaries for other organizations that rely on trade. These business motivations for
trade influence the sales, marketing, administrative, legal, operational, and production activities of the company,
and consequently add levels of specificity in worker competencies required on the job.6 Standard occupational
competency assessments, such as those provided from BLS’ O*Net (Occupational Information Network), do not
distinguish between occupations in internationally trading vs non-trading companies, and consequently cannot
provide an accurate assessment of global trade competencies. O*Net’s occupational statistics are also estimated using
surveys of national samples and these data also cannot accurately report regionally specific features to occupational
competencies.

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

International Trade Association data for 2018 export activity by metropolitan area. https://legacy.trade.gov/mas/ian/metroreports/Los_Angeles.pdf
When using administrative data, we defined global trade companies by their 3-digit NAICS (North American Industry Classification System) codes,
and global trade jobs according to their 8-digit SOC (Standard Occupation Codes). Lists of these codes are provided in Appendix B.
4
Estimates based on the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2019.
5
“Careers in Global Trade and Logistics”, report by the Economic Development Collaborative of Ventura County, CA. https://edcollaborative.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/02/EDC-Careers-in-Global-Trade-and-Logistics-final-1.pdf
6
“Careers in Global Trade Exploration Database” https://edcollaborative.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/EDC-Careers-in-Global-Trade-andLogistics-final-1.pdf
2
3
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To add further complexity, global trade jobs when defined by their standard occupation codes alone are not easily
distinguishable from other fields such as, “Logistics and Supply Chain,” or “International Business and Entrepreneurship,”
resulting in the challenges of dealing with curriculum overlap for educational and training programs. Part of this problem
is inherent in any new curriculum development and design as production activities in emergent industries are highly
diverse yet interdependent. Nonetheless, the ability for a researcher to be more specific in studying job activities, beyond
NAICS and SOC codes, is a significant step closer to helping educators align their curriculum with real demand.
Accordingly, we took these considerations into account and developed an original approach to analyzing job postings
and resumes that identifies global trade activity in California’s Los Angeles and South-Central Coast region at the
granular level of employers and job-titles in near real-time.7
Our results provide strong support that Global Trade middle-skill jobs are a rich source of career opportunity in the
Los Angeles and South-Central Coast region of California. These middle-skill jobs do not require a four-year college
degree, yet they provide workers with essential opportunities for career experience in managerial, administrative,
sales, technical, and collaborative work activities8. Experience in such decision-making, cognitive, and non-routine
skills are essential for career and wage advancement.9
We also find that in comparison to degree fields like “Supply Chain and Logistics Management” and “International
Business Management” where requisite competencies concentrate in specific occupations around operations and
management, Global Trade activities span across sales, production, administrative, as well as operations occupations.
The diversity and interdependence of global trade activities only increases in complexity when also considering
E-Commerce trade.
Two unique advantages to this research are the data we collected and harmonized and the advanced analytics we developed
to study these data. Accordingly, the following sections briefly discuss our data and modeling approach before we return
to discuss the results in more detail along with the implications for educators and future avenues for research.

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
7
This report uses job postings and resumes active online as of December 2020. The data in the associated “Global Trade Middle Skill Careers and
Competencies” dashboard and its associated analytics can be updated in real-time.
8
We used advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms to parse the content of job documents into global trade relevant activity groups.
The seven categories identified include, managerial, administrative, collaborative, communication, production, technological, and sales activities.
These categories are not mutually exclusive as work activity can related to both managerial work as well as administrative work for instance. Appendix
A provides more detail on how each of these activity categories were defined.
9
Deming, David (2021) “The Growing Importance of Decision-Making on the Job” NBER Working Paper.
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Data, Methods, Tools
We collected and examined data from multiple sources including, administrative data from California’s Small Business
Development Centers (CA-SBDCs); the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ (BLS) Current Population Survey (CPS) and the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW); metropolitan area statistics on trade activity from the International Trade Association (ITA); shipping Bill of Ladings (BoL) data from the Port Import / Export Reporting Service
(PIERS); longitudinal firm-level statistics from the Business Dynamics Research Consortium Your Time Series survey
(BDRC-YTS); as well as data on job postings and resumes active as of December 2020 collected from online job
boards such as Indeed, ZipRecruiter, and USAJobs. Additionally, we also reviewed relevant market research reports
and online databases to identify regional E-Commerce businesses.
The CA-SBDC data, the PIERS shipping data, market research reports, and the BDRC data provided an initial list
of regional global traders. We collected job postings from these companies and compared it to the hiring profiles of
non-global trading companies in the same industry segments. This process helped us narrow down on those postings
with a higher likelihood of engaging directly in global trade activities. Next, we normalized the job titles from these
38,280 job postings and mapped them to O*NET Standard Occupation Codes (SOCs). We reviewed these SOC codes
and manually narrowed the list down to 33 8-digit SOC codes we considered to be most relevant to Global Trade
activities in the region. Importantly, we identify job postings with related global trade activity before assigning them
SOC codes. This reduces the possibility of including job postings that belong to the same SOC codes but are posted
by companies that are not identified as global traders.
As we were also interested estimating employment trends for the global trade workforce through the recent pandemic,
we applied our lists of global trade industry and occupation classifications to estimate regional unemployment rates
for the global trade workforce in the Current Population Survey (CPS).10 In short, when using government statistical
dataset, we defined a global trade worker both in terms of their occupation as well as their industry of employment.

Modeling:
We developed advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI) Natural Language Processing (NLP) models that were trained on job
documents and thus can read and classify work activities with accuracies comparable to a domain expert. Yet, they
are computationally scalable and process thousands of job documents in a matter of seconds.
Although AI has been in use for job analysis for over a decade, this project required new technical development to
address the challenges noted earlier. Specifically, industry-standard AI models for work competencies are inept at
identifying cognitive and soft skills. This is because of their over-reliance on keyword or key-phrase searches. These
searches work well for identifying technical skills, such as “Microsoft Excel”, but have limited eﬃcacy in inferring cognitive and soft skills from work activities, such as inferring “Strategic Planning” from a sentence like, “Developed and
introduced successful new products for international markets.” As such, our NLP models eﬀectively understand the
meaning behind a sentence and infer the activities and competencies required to perform them based on the domain
language used in context, rather than the mention of a keyword.
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AI Inference Models:
Figure 1 shows the core analytical capability that drives the AI applied in this research. Available for exploration on the
associated online dashboard, this figure demonstrates how our AI algorithms see the job content of job postings and
infer these to competencies that capture the complex interdependencies of global trade activities in the Los Angeles
and South-Central Coast region of California.
Figure 1: AI Inferred Competencies from Job Postings for Global Trade Sales Managers in the Los Angeles
and South-Central Coast Region of California

Source: Global Trade Careers and Competencies Analytics Dashboard, LCCC.
Note: The “Text Content” frame at the bottom right previews some of the language parsed from job postings for the AI inference.

To elaborate, figure 1 shows the composition of work content in-demand from open regional Sales Manager positions
at businesses engaged in global trade. Notably, only 23 percent of the job activities across these job postings relate to
sales or involve customer interactions (such as, developing customer relationship, merchandizing, etc.); a quarter are
production related (such as, requiring product knowledge, tracking inventories, etc.); over 18 percent relate to special
technologies (such as, business and productivity suites, client metrics, salesforce, etc.); over 8 percent are collaborative
(such as, participating in team meetings, providing timely reporting, etc.); near 14 percent involve administrative activities
(such as, understanding and implementing strategies, meeting targets, etc.); and, nearly 20 percent relate to managerial
activities (such as, developing strategies, long term planning, managing relationships, understanding the market, etc.)
These models provide invaluable new insights into the work content of regional global trade jobs and their value becomes
more apparent when comparing across jobs. For instance, figure 2 shows the work activities parsed by our AI for
Logistics Managers compared to Marketing Managers, where the former involves more administrative, collaborative,
and production activities, while the latter’s activities are more involved in sales and managerial activities engaging more
broadly with technology.
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Figure 2: Comparison of Work Activities of “Logistics Managers” and “Marketing Managers”

Source: Global Trade Careers and Competencies Analytics Dashboard, LCCC.

Another key advantage of our approach is the capability to examine the cross dependencies of job activities. Since our
AI inferences are driven by semantic analysis in the context of global trade work, the models can infer multiple types of
work activities from the same sentence if applicable. As an example, consider the production and technological activities
for “Logistics Analysts” in figure 3. In this figure, the technological category is selected, which shows the proportion of
technological activities that are also related to production activities for these jobs. As Logistics Analysts are typically data
and analysis heavy jobs, majority of their technological activities cover their production activities as well.
Figure 3: Production and Technological activities for “Logistics Analysts”

Source: Global Trade Careers and Competencies Analytics Dashboard, LCCC.

The above examples outline the basis of our AI modeling and approach of inferring and classifying work activities from
job documents. Our models build on these foundational capabilities to unlock other essential capabilities in job analyses,
such as competency mapping and career path analyses.
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Competency Mapping:
The competency mapping model relates the extracted work activities to top-level categories in the O*Net competencies hierarchies. We do so as O*Net continues to be the industry standard and using similar competency categories
helps frame the analytics in familiar language and context.11 Yet, the capability to do so algorithmically at the level
of job posts and employers means we can further diﬀerentiate between competencies required for the same job but
positioned in diﬀerent industries, or even diﬀerent employers.
For example, Figure 4 shows a comparison of the competencies in-demand parsed for “Online Merchants” for businesses in “Apparel Manufacturing”, compared to postings for businesses in “Professional & Technical Services.” While
many similarities exist between the two, the former includes familiarity with tools such as “Magnetic stripe readers and
encoders”, while the latter has a stronger emphasis on knowledge of “Administrative and Management” practices and
familiarity with “SAP” technologies.
Figure 4: Comparison of “Online Merchant” Job Competencies Demand in the Apparel Manufacturers
and Professional and Technical Services.

Source: Global Trade Careers and Competencies Analytics Dashboard, LCCC.
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
11
As discussed above, the tools still maintain the capacity for researchers and educators to drill deeper into identifying the specific job activities that
drive the competencies.
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Career Pathing:
Building further on the AI models for inference of work activities and competency mapping, we developed algorithms
for parsing career paths from resumes of regional workers with global trade experience. For this purpose, we applied
our previous models to identify global trade positions in the work histories of the region’s workers and estimated their
most common jobs prior to entering a global trade middle-skill job.12
This method is both simple in its intuition and direct in application for identifying how workers actually move into the
region’s global trade jobs through their careers. Industry standard approaches for identifying career moves typically
rely on the similarity of competencies between two occupations and assume the most favorable career path is the one
with the most transferrable competencies. However, this assumption is not supported by data gleaned from worker
employment histories.
This dissonance is likely because most career pathing tools are designed from the employer’s perspective of upskilling
or training workers in preparation for new work, and the most cost-eﬃcient pool of talent to upskill are those with
the most transferrable skills. However, real career moves are subject to a much more complex calculus that includes
individual preferences of workers and employers, local labor market conditions, as well as biases in the market that can
constrain access to some jobs for some individuals while paving paths to opportunity for others. From this perspective,
educators and curriculum designers would be better informed knowing the real talent pool they are educating, upskilling,
or reskilling so they can tailor curriculum more eﬃciently matched to the actual needs of their students.
Figure 5 elaborates on this argument with a graphical representation of the most common occupations of workers
prior to entering a “Cargo and Freight Agents” position at a Globally Trading business in the Los Angeles and SouthCentral Coast region of California.
Figure 5: Occupations for Career Entry into Global Trade Cargo and Freight Agent Positions

Source: Global Trade Careers and Competencies Analytics Dashboard, LCCC.

The first striking feature of the graph is the diverse occupational backgrounds of workers moving into the “Cargo and
Freight Agent” positions. Aggregated up to their broad occupational categories, career entrants into this position
have come from managerial (56 percent), administrative (28 percent), sales (9 percent) and production (7 percent)
backgrounds. Examining career moves in this approach make sense to experienced workers in the industry, who often
have anecdotal evidence of these moves. However, the approach and tools developed here allow us to dig deeper into
the competency gaps for such revealed career paths, enabling experts for the first time to test their own hypotheses
and assumptions gleaned from their experiential knowledge of the field in real-time.13
In the next section, we focus on results derived from the analytics available through the dashboard. Our goals in
presenting these results are two-fold; first, to uncover novel new insights into the Los Angeles and South-Central
Coast region’s global trade workforce; and second, to preview the capabilities of the dashboard so decision-makers
and researchers may have examples of the types of analyses possible with this new technology.
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
12
For our analyses of job postings and resumes, we define middle-skill jobs as those requiring less than a four-year degree as advertised on majority of
job postings with related job titles.
13
The “Careers & Competency Gaps” report on the analytical dashboard is designed for comparing the supply-demand gaps to Global Trade MiddleSkill jobs relative to other occupations.
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Results
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic wreaked havoc on the economy. Millions of workers were displaced within the
first few weeks of its onset in the first quarter of 2020. Considering the importance of global trade to the region’s
workforce and the impact of the pandemic on supply-chains disruptions14, we were curious to see how the global
trade workforce fared during the pandemic. As with the data limitations discussed earlier, detailed regional statistical
data for measuring the impact of the pandemic will not be available till 2022 at the earliest. Instead, we applied our
definitions of global trade jobs15, as well as middle-skill jobs16 to monthly data from the CPS to estimate these trends
nationally for an indication of impact of the pandemic on global trade jobs.
Figure 6 accordingly provides estimates of the unemployment rates for US global trade middle-skill workers alongside
those for all experienced workers, and all experienced middle-skill workers from January 2019 to January 2021, using
monthly data from the CPS.
Figure 6: US Monthly Unemployment Rates for Experienced Workers in
Global Trade Middle-Skill Jobs

Source: IPUMS - Current Population Survey (CPS) Monthly, from January 2019 to January 2021.

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
14
“COVID-19 Impact on California’s Entrepreneurs” report from the Economic Development Collaborative of Ventura County, CA and the Los Angeles
Small Business Development Center (LA-SBDC) network.
15
We define global trade jobs both by their industry and their occupation. Appendix B lists the occupation and industry codes applied in these
definitions. An initial list of global trade occupations was developed by comparing the hiring demand for global trading firms to those that do not trade
globally but operate in the same industry sectors. This list was then made more concise with input from industry experts in the region.
16
We defined a middle-skill job as one requiring less than a bachelor’s degree. In administrative data we identified these middle-skill jobs according to
a classification of Job Zone 2 or Job Zone 3 in the ONET Standard Occupational Classification. This list is provided in Appendix B.
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Notably, jobs typical of the Los Angeles region’s middle-skill global trade workforce fared better through the pandemic
and the following recovery than the general workforce17. Furthermore, the unemployment trends for middle-skill
workers parallel those for all experienced workers, suggesting a similar impact from the pandemic for middle-skill
workers compared to all workers in the aggregate.
However, the trends also tell an interesting story, that global trade workers experienced a diﬀerent impact through
the pandemic. Specifically, unemployment rates for all experienced workers and middle-skill experienced workers
nationally peaked in April 2020 at 14.4 and 17.2 percent respectively, yet for global trade middle-skill workers
unemployment peaked first in April at 9 percent and then again 3 months later in July 2020 at 9.1 percent.
As such, unemployment rates declined steadily for all workers since the initial shock, including for middle-skill workers,
however those for global trade workers remained high between April and July 2020 before declining steadily again.
These trends demonstrate how global trade jobs are diﬀerent from the rest of the economy, at least in how they were
impacted by the global pandemic, experiencing dual shocks from the pandemic, the first a direct impact of the health
crisis and secondary impact, most likely from the supply-chain disruptions that the crisis precipitated.
Investigating the mechanisms behind these patterns is beyond the scope of this report as these adjustments are
better examined at the level of the global trade businesses making decisions to retain or lay-oﬀ workers. These
decisions are likely influenced by how the pandemic impacted their supply-chains18, their ability to access credit
such as through government support programs like the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) and the Economic Injury
Disaster Loan (EIDL), and their capacity to adjust their business model and practices to the pandemic.19 Nonetheless,
the trends in Figure 6 provide important context to highlight the fact that there are features of global trade jobs that
diﬀerentiate them from the rest of the workforce, and aiding the sector towards a stronger recovery requires a deeper
understanding of how workers are moving into global trade careers and the real competency gaps that limit regional
employers from hiring faster and more eﬃciently.

Global Trade Middle-Skill Careers
Our examination of the work histories of regional workers entering global trade middle-skill occupations reveals that
most entrants come from managerial, administrative, sales, and production backgrounds. Only 25 percent of all
moves into global trade middle-skill careers retained the same major occupational group as the new job, indicating
that a majority three quarters of global trade middle-skill entrants undertook a significant career change in their work
activities and job roles, a sign of opportunistic career moves.
Of the 25 percent of moves that retained their major occupational category, over half are in Management occupations;
another 20 percent in Oﬃce and Administrative Support occupations; 17 percent in Sales and Related Occupations; 7
percent in Business and Financial Operations occupations; 3 percent in Transportation and Material Moving occupations, and the remaining in other categories. This profile of career moves reflects the expectation that workers further
along in their careers, such as in managerial positions, are less likely to dramatically change occupations, whereas
workers in positions requiring fewer years of work experience are more likely to undertake significant career changes.
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Unemployed workers with no prior work experience are excluded from this analysis.
Global Trade small businesses were more likely to report supply-chain disruptions and challenges accessing credit than non-globally trading
businesses in a survey of 22,102 California small businesses conducted between April and August 2020. “California Global Traders: Evidence of
Innovation and Adaptation During the COVID-19 Pandemic”, Dani and Bowman, World Trade Week 2021.
19
“COVID-19 Impact on California’s Entrepreneurs” report from the Economic Development Collaborative of Ventura County, CA and the Los Angeles
Small Business Development Center (LA-SBDC) network.
17
18
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Figure 7 disaggregates the top 3 most common major occupational backgrounds for middle-skills global trade career
entrants examined in this report. The occupations reported in the table are associated with advertised job postings
that require less than a four-year bachelor’s degree, so it is notable that the region’s global trade sector provides pathways for career advancement in managerial, administrative, and sales occupations where workers without a four-year
degree would otherwise be marginalized.
Figure 7: Common occupational experience prior to entering a Global Trade Middle-Skill job in the
Los Angeles and South-Central Coast region of California.

Source: Global Trade Career and Competencies online dashboard.

Even though global trade middle-skill jobs in the region are a rich source of career opportunity, not all global trade
middle-skill occupations attract talent from as many diverse occupations. Table 1 lists the number of major occupational
backgrounds of workers prior to entering global trade. Here, we can see that some global trade middle-skill jobs attract
talent from many diﬀerent occupational backgrounds, suggesting more generalizable competencies highlight moves
along these career paths, while others are very specialized. For instance, Sales Managers positions in global trade
attract talent from most major occupational categories, whereas industry specific occupations such as Logisticians,
Purchasing Agents, and Transportation Inspectors attract talent from only a few diﬀerent major occupational groups.
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Table 1: Diversity of Occupational Experience of Career Entrants into Global Trade Middle-Skill Career
in the Los Angeles and South-Central Coast region of California.

Source: Global Trade Career and Competencies online dashboard.

As noted earlier, there may be various factors that aﬀect why workers realize some career moves over others. Yet,
the descriptive analysis provided so far reveals how the region’s global trade middle-skill occupations has provided
broad-based opportunities for workers from nearly all major occupational backgrounds and is also an important
source of career advancement for experienced workers without requiring additional investment in a four-year degree.

Global Trade Middle-Skill Competencies and Gaps
Global trade middle-skill jobs are also an excellent resource for career opportunity because of the high-value cognitive
competencies workers sharpen on-the-job while gaining specialized technical skills and knowledge. While traditional
job analyses provide some insight into the types of competencies or technologies used on the job, the novel approach
developed here allows us to see how diﬀerent competencies combine with one another, and with technologies, in
the specific context of middle-skill global trade jobs in the Los Angeles and South-Central Coast region of California.
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Interactions in Work Activities
Across all task statements we parsed from global trade middle-skill job postings in the region, 45 percent of tasks
related to Production activities; 21 percent related to Administrative activities; 17 percent to Collaboration across
teams; 13 percent to Managerial activities; and 12 percent to Sales activities.20,21 Importantly, most work tasks
statements reference more than one activity category and looking at how activities overlap one another provides novel
insight into the interdependencies of competencies required to perform work tasks.
For instance, Production activities are the most pervasive across the global trade middle-skill workforce and combine
most often with Administrative activities. For instance, the AI models relegate tasks such as, “operating a forklift,”
or “control inventory for batch segregation,” or “operate large machinery” only to production, however a many
production tasks incorporate reporting activities, adherence to policies and procedures, knowledge of safety guidelines
that support administrative activities. Examples of these include, “adhere to international shipping regulations”,
“approve documentation for batch and system records”, “utilize preventative and predictive operator maintenance
techniques”, “schedule deliveries and drivers”, or “understand routine documentation, inventories, sales principles,
and transportation equipment terminology”.
Managerial activities most often combine with Collaborative activities when reviewing team reporting; providing
leadership for planning; monitoring and ensuring daily operations; developing and supporting training programs; and
resolving problems related to production and inventory, among others. Similarly, Administrative activities overlap with
Managerial activities around, ensuring a safe and conducive work environment; maintaining compliance; managing
budgets; developing strategies; and promoting the workplace culture, among others. Tasks associated both with
Management and Sales activities include developing brand strategies; achieving sales targets; researching and
advising on market trends; ensuring customer commitments are met; resolving client concerns; and building strategic
partnerships, among others. As such, high-value cognitive competencies associated with leadership skills, problemsolving, collaboration, decision-making, time-sensitivity, and monitoring are often applied together in collaborative
settings with other team members, to further organizational outcomes in diﬀerent operational contexts.
We also examine the application of technology in the region’s global trade middle-skill workforce. We find that the
use of technology is most associated with tasks for collecting, analyzing, and reporting data, most often relating to
inventory management and, sales and marketing. While majority of these requirements can be fulfilled with proficiency in
Microsoft Excel, some positions require advanced skills in database management software such as SQL, familiarity with
Warehouse Management Software (WMS), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, and hardware systems specific
to certain production activities. Technology and Sales activities overlap most often in e-commerce related work such as
using social media platforms like Facebook to develop a social and digital marketing presence; execute brand strategy
through digital online marketing communications; manage online marketing promotions; and provide sales support,
among others. Sales activities also apply Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solutions like Salesforce to develop
vendor analytics; maintain databases of prospects; and establish data-informed best practices, among others.
The discussion in this section served to highlight the general interdependencies that comprise global trade middle-skill
work in the Los Angeles and South-Central Coast region. When competencies are viewed in such terms of the work
activities they support, it becomes apparent that workplace competencies develop interdependent with one another
and often involve interactivity between multiple individuals within the organization, either within or across teams,
passing information up the organizational hierarchy, or adhering to policies and practices.

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
20
The same task can be associated with multiple activity categories as they are not mutually exclusive, thus the percentages reported are not additive
and will not sum to a hundred.
21
For this analysis we grouped all the global trade middle-skill job postings together and assessed the composition of work activities across the entire
sample. With this approach, a “Managerial” activity of “achieving quarterly sales targets,” for example, derives both from job postings for “Sales
Managers” and from the job postings of “Sales Representatives” where a job task may be to “support manager in meeting sales targets,” the latter
component identifies that this task also a “Collaborative” activity.
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Competency Gaps
In the above analysis of work activities, we delineated the activity categories based on information from the global
trade workforce’s task activities. However, when developing curriculum or aligning teaching objectives with student
learning goals, a standardized set of competencies is more useful as it allows for the translation and comparison of
learning outcomes across diﬀerent curriculum and programs. For this purpose, we trained our models to also infer
O*NET competencies from our job documents.
Table 2 provides a list of the competencies most in undersupply and those in oversupply for global trade middle-skill
workers at the time of this analysis. For the knowledge, skills, and abilities competencies, the estimates in the Demand
and Supply columns report the proportion of job postings or work histories with task statements that require the
associated competencies to perform the work successfully. For the technologies and tools competencies we relied on
the specific mention of that technology or software, or a mention of its related group of technologies or tools.
Table 2: Competency Supply-Demand Gaps across all Global Trade Middle-Skill Jobs in
the Los Angeles and South-Central Coast Region of California.

Source: Global Trade Careers and Competencies Analytics Dashboard, LCCC.
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Competencies most in undersupply (Table 2. Panel A) are associated with cognitive non-routine tasks. These include
knowledge of “Production and Processing”; skills for “Complex Problem Solving” and “Critical Thinking”; abilities for
“Written, Oral, and Reading Comprehension”; familiarity with “Warehouse Management Software” and “Insurance
Systems”; and tools commonly used in warehousing facilities such as “Pallet Trucks” and “Forklifts”.
Competencies most in oversupply (Table 2. Panel B) are associated with administrative and production tasks. These
include knowledge of “Administration and Management” and “Customer and Personal Service”; skills for “Learning
Strategies”; “Monitoring” and “Systems Evaluation”; abilities for “Information Ordering”; familiarity with common
software such as “Microsoft Word” and “Microsoft Excel”; and tools such as “Desktop computers” and “Scanners”.
The occupational backgrounds of workers moving into global trade middle-skills careers discussed in earlier sections
provide valuable context to understanding the supply-demand gaps reported in Table 2. For instance, as many
workers come from Administrative or Sales related backgrounds, we see knowledge competencies of “Customer
and Personal Service” and “Administration and Management” in oversupply. Similarly, relatively fewer workers come
from a production background and as such we see there is an undersupply of knowledge competencies relating to
“Production and Processing”.
However, many entrants into global trade middle-skill jobs also come from managerial backgrounds, yet the competency
gaps indicate an undersupply of talent with “Complex Problem Solving”, “Written and Oral Comprehension”, and
“Critical Thinking” skills that are often associated with managerial activities. This is because knowledge competencies
refer to sets of principles and facts applied to a general domain and are directly observed and compared across
jobs similar to requiring familiarity with certain tools and technologies. On the other hand, abilities and skills refer to
individual attributes and learning capacities that are applied in diﬀerent contexts on the job. For instance, “resolving
personnel issues” often requires complex problem-solving skills, as does “developing a strategic financial plan,” yet,
experience in one does not necessarily translate into success in the other. Consequently, the competency gaps for
skills and abilities estimated and reported here should considered in context of the job or career in consideration.
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Conclusion
Workers in global trade middle-skill jobs reported lower unemployment rates through the pandemic and recovery
than compared to the rest of the economy. Importantly, global trade employers were impacted both directly by the
health crisis and lockdowns as well as indirectly through supply-chain disruptions consequent to the pandemic, yet
global trade middle-skill jobs were more secure throughout the crisis and recover. As employers continue to seek new
workers through the recovery and with high unemployment rates in other sectors, the global trade workforce continues
to attract talent from other regional sectors. This presents a timely opportunity for educators to adapt and align their
curriculum with the current demand of regional global trade employers.
Such a task is usually time and resource expensive. However, this report along with the accompanying online analytics
dashboard, fills this gap with a novel AI-based approach that provides a near real-time assessment of global trade
middle-skill careers and competencies for the Los Angeles and South-Central Coast region of California.
As such, this research identified that workers enter global trade middle-skill careers from diverse work backgrounds,
yet concentrate in the broad occupational categories of managerial, administrative, sales, and production experience.
Furthermore, while production related work activities comprise a large portion of global trade middle-skill tasks, these
are strongly interrelated with administrative, sales, and managerial activities. Collaboration is additionally an important
feature to global trade work as many activities involve the flow of information or inventory between and across teams,
individuals, or organizations. Finally, competency gaps suggest workers lack demonstrated experience applying highvalue cognitive skills and abilities to situations and problems in the global trade context.
Accordingly, general recommendations for educators to help close the competency gaps include extending the use
of project-based learning strategies as these provide contextual learning opportunities that increase industry-specific
knowledge competencies while further developing their skills and abilities relating to “Complex Problem Solving”,
“Written and Oral Comprehension”, and “Critical Thinking”.
Another worthwhile extension of curriculum would include more opportunities for experiential learning in e-commerce
marketing strategies for global trade businesses, as well as opportunities for students to familiarize themselves with
industry-specific software and technologies, such as warehouse management and insurance systems software.
These recommendations are based on the more general competency gaps identified across all the global trade middleskill jobs examined in this report. More specific curriculum should be developed with a closer view towards the jobs
it looks to fill and the workers it aims to upskill. Accordingly, this report has detailed the methodologies used in this
research and supported it with examples so educators can use the tools provided to make their own assessments.
Appendix C, along with the online dashboard, also provide example “user stories” for educators and their students to
explore global trade middle-skill careers, and plan and design their learning pathways accordingly.
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Appendix A:
Definitions
Global Traders
Global Traders refers to business that trade their good or services across international borders. These businesses
concentrate in production, transportation, and service activities with international suppliers or customers. For our
purposes, we segment these activities into the trade of physical commodities passing through the region’s three
ports22, and E-Commerce activities of the region’s international businesses.

Trade in Physical Commodities
We identified over 107,000 California businesses engaged in international trade through the region’s three ports
between 2018 and 2019 using the Bill of Ladings (BoL) data from the Port Import/Export Reporting Service (PIERS).
We searched online job boards to examine the hiring needs of these global traders and found 3,363 of them were
actively hiring between June and December 2020.

E-Commerce
E-Commerce activities, especially those focused on international sales are generally harder to identify. Technical
definitions of E-Commerce classify businesses into this category if their sales are primarily based on orders for goods
or services placed through an online system23. Technical definitions of these activities, such as by the U.S. Census,
concentrate them in the (NAICS 4541) Electronic Shopping and Mail-order Houses industry group. Yet, many businesses
adopt E-Commerce activities as a secondary platform for engaging with their customers and expanding their sales.
These activities are also of interest to us in mapping regional global trade careers and opportunity. Accordingly, we
identified an initial list of E-Commerce businesses using market research databases of the region and appended to
the list businesses actively hiring into e-commerce positions in our job postings database.

Global Trade Middle-Skill Jobs
Not all jobs at businesses trading internationally focus on their global trade activity. To specifically identify global
trade jobs at internationally trading businesses, we compared the hiring profiles of businesses in the same sectors
that trade globally, to those that do not trade internationally. In so doing, we identified nearly 3,200 unique job titles
that have relatively higher demand from businesses that trade internationally. Restricting further to only job postings
requiring less than a four-year bachelor’s degree, we identified 33 8-digit standard occupation codes that represent
our identified group of Global Trade jobs.
To broaden the scope and capture relevant E-Commerce activity, we searched the region’s job postings and resumes
for keywords related to E-Commerce. These keywords included semantic variations on the base terms, “e-commerce”;
“online sales”; “pay per click”; “digital marketing”; “search engine optimization”; “social media”; “social content.”
This search produced nearly twelve hundred job postings across 56 detailed SOC codes. This suggests that while
E-Commerce activities are spread out across occupations and conversely not all workers in an identified E-Commerce
occupation may be involved in the same activities. Consequently, we present our results on E-Commerce activities
at the job postings level and includes the warehousing activities, the technical development activities, as well as the
online marketing and sales activities of businesses engaging in E-Commerce.

The Los Angeles and South-Central Region of California
For resumes and job advertisements analyzed in this report, we restricted our sample to documents from job seekers
and employers in the counties of San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Ventura, and Los Angeles.

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Port of Hueneme; the Port of Los Angeles; and the Port of Long Beach.
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/e-stats/about/faqs.html

22
23
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Work Activities:
Work activities refer to the diﬀerent types of job behaviors occurring on the job. We map work activities from extracted
task statements from the body of the job posting and the work histories of the resumes of regional workers. The
following work activities are considered here;
Administrative activities refer to tasks involved in ensuring the everyday operations of business activities and
provide support to teams and individuals in achieving operational goals.
Managerial activities efer to tasks involved in leading, planning, organizing, and controlling the businesses
strategies and agenda.
Collaborative activities refer to tasks that require interactions between individuals or teams.
Communication activities refer to tasks that relay information from one individual or team to another.
Production activities refer to tasks that follow guidelines, adhere to criteria, and are routinely implemented in the
production process of the business.
Technological activities refer to tasks that require direct interaction with a technological system or software.
Sales activities refer to tasks that identify, engage, and manage customer and client relations.
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Appendix B:

Occupation and Industry Code Lists
Table B1: Global Trade Middle-Skill Occupations

NOTE: Highlighted occupations typically require a bachelor’s degree and above in national statistics from O*NET,
however most job postings for these occupations in the Los Angeles and South-Central Coast Regions of California
analyzed in this study did not require a 4-year degree and thus were included in this analysis as middle-skill occupations.
Excluding these occupations from the analysis in Figure 6 does not significantly alter the trends.
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Table B2: Global Trade Industries
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Table B2: Global Trade Industries
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Appendix C:
How to Guide for Online “Global Trade Careers
and Competencies” Dashboard
https://tinyurl.com/55szkn25
C1. For Students / Job Seekers
Q1: I don’t have a 4-year degree. How can I find out if Global Trade careers for me?
A: Global Trade covers a diverse range of activities in the region. You can use this dashboard to
look at the jobs and the competencies related to these jobs to see if Global Trade careers
are a fit for your interests and aspirations. Here’s how;
Navigate from “Main Page”

➞ “Explore Careers and Competencies”

Select any Global Trade Career by Industry and/or Occupation
Here you will see:
• Hourly wages
• Education requirements
• Competency profiles of what employers are looking for
• Competency profiles of job seekers with related experience, i.e. your competition
The more your skills and interests align with employer demand, the more competitive you are
in pursuing a Global Trade career!

Q2: I don’t have a background in Global Trade. How can I start on a Global Trade
career path?
A: Middle-skill Global Trade jobs oﬀer several opportunities to enter Global Trade careers. Global
Trade careers attract workers from across the economy, including Manufacturing, Production,
and Services as well as new entrants into the workforce. Here is how to use this dashboard to
explore how others have entered into Global Trade careers;
Navigate from “Main Page”

➞ “Who is Moving into Global Trade”

Here you will see:
• A visual of the most popular “feeder” occupations into Global Trade Middle-Skill Careers.
To Explore:
• Select any Middle-Skill Global Trade occupation of your choice on the right panel.
• Your selection will show in the center bubble of the graph with “feeder” occupations
encircling it.
Some of these results may surprise you! The regional Global Trade economy attracts workers
from very diﬀerent backgrounds.
To see if the career entry path is for you:
• Click on the “Compare Career Changes” button at the bottom of the page.
Here you will see:
• The “Demand vs Supply” of competencies demanded by regional employers on the left,
and those available in current job seekers with related experience.
To Explore:
• Select the Global Trade occupation you wish to move into in the top “Demand” filter, and
your current occupation in the lower “Supply” filter.
• The report will show you what employers are looking for on the left and your competition
for these jobs on the right.
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C2. For Educators / Curriculum Developers
Q1: What is Global Trade in the Los Angeles and South-Central Coast Region?
A: Global Trade in the Los Angeles and South Central Coast region covers both trade activities
through the region’s three ports, and e-commerce activities by international businesses. You
can use this dashboard to learn more about types of products and production activities of
regional internationally trading businesses. Here’s how;
Navigate from “Main Page”
OR
Navigate from “Main Page”

➞ “Physical Commodities” for the region’s shipping activities
➞ “E-Commerce” for the region’s e-commerce activities

Physical Commodities
The “Physical Commodities” report shows a map of the trade in and outflows from the region’s
three ports using shipping data from Port Import/Export Reporting Service (PIERS). The
panel on the left shows the industries of internationally shipping companies; the names of
the largest shipping businesses; and at the bottom you can see the commodities most
commonly shipped.
On the left, select any industry of interest or an import or export direction and the report will
auto-populate the relevant information. You can also click on any category in a visual to
cross-filter across visuals.
E-Commerce
The “E-Commerce” report shows hiring demand at the job title level from regional e-commerce
employers. “E-Commerce” activity was identified based on e-commerce related keywords
appearing in the job postings of local employers.
You can select an e-commerce occupation in the left filter, and the report will populate the
e-commerce job titles related to the occupation, the main employers; advertised hourly wages;
and on the right panel the competencies most in-demand for these e-commerce positions.
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Q2: How can I use this dashboard to inform my curriculum?
A: Competency gaps are critical for understanding and informing curriculum. In this
dashboard, educators can assess current competency gaps along two dimensions;

➞ “Job Competency Gaps”
Navigate from “Main Page” ➞ “Demand vs Supply”
Navigate from “Main Page”

Job Competency Gaps – for current workers
This report shows the hourly wages, education requirements, and the competency demand
and supply for any regional Middle-Skill Global Trade job-group. You can specify a job by an
industry, occupation, or narrow it down to an occupation within a specific industry.
The word clouds provide quick references of the most important competencies in-demand
as well as those in-supply in the region. For a more detailed analysis you can proceed to the
Demand vs Supply report.
Demand vs Supply – for current changers
This report allows you to drill deeper in to the competency gaps, revealing the percentage of
job postings and resumes that advertise the competencies and providing a direct estimate of
the competency gap.
An additional feature here is that you can compare competency gaps across occupations.
This is useful when developing curriculum targeted at certain job groups when looking at
upskilling and re-training initiatives.

Q3: What are revealed career paths and how do they help me better
understand our workforce?
A: Middle-skill career paths in Global Trade comprise a broad range of competencies and
oﬀer several opportunities for career entry and transitions. Workers with backgrounds
in the Manufacturing and Production sectors are often seen as the best fit, but in reality
Global Trade careers attract workers from across the economy, including Services and new
entrants into the workforce.

➞ “Entering Global Trade”
Navigate from “Main Page” ➞ “Any Career Change”

Navigate from “Main Page”

Entering Global Trade
• Here you will see a visual of the most popular “feeder” occupations into Global Trade
Middle-Skill Careers.
• You can explore by selecting any Middle-Skill Global Trade occupation of your choice on
the right panel. Your selection will show in the center bubble of the graph with “feeder”
occupations encircling it.
• Some of these results will surprise you! The regional Global Trade sector attracts workers
from very diﬀerent backgrounds. This is important as worker career decisions are not purely
determined by the transferability of skills across jobs, and other economic factors often
influence their decisions.
• As such diﬀerent periods evidence diﬀerent patterns of career mobility and keeping track of
popular feeder occupations is essential in supporting curriculum that is timely and tailored
the needs of the current workforce.
Any Career Change into Global Trade
• For upskilling and training initiatives, educators are often looking to assess competency
gaps across specific occupations or groups of occupations. This can be achieved on the
“Careers & Competency Gaps” report.
• This report allows educators to select any Middle-Skill Global Trade occupation, see
its prevalent wages, employers, and competencies, and compare these to any demand
occupation in the same tables.
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As the largest system of higher education in the nation, the California Community
Colleges is uniquely positioned to help residents of all backgrounds improve their career
and income potential while creating a better future for themselves and their families. Our
115 colleges serve more than 2.1 million students annually and transfer nearly 80,000
each year to the University of California and California State University systems while
providing hundreds of thousands more with the skill-based, career-centered education
needed to secure good-paying jobs.
With low tuition and a longstanding policy of full and open access, the California
Community Colleges are designed around a remarkable idea, that higher education
should be available to everyone.
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